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1.0 Introduction to Torts
Tort: Latin word ‘tortus’ (twisted or crooked)
• Wrongful interference with a person’s rights
o Interference the law says is wrong based on established standards/rules
• Protects from interferences of rights in things of which a person has taken ownership
• Compensates for wrongs/injuries to a person’s body, reputation, privacy, environment,
property, and business/proprietary interests
Public wrongs fall within criminal law
• Case must be established beyond all reasonable doubt
Private wrongs covered by private law: property, torts & contracts
• Case must be established on a balance of probabilities
NEGLIGENCE
Fault-based
Liability for failure to exercise
reasonable care to prevent
foreseeable harm

INTENTION
Fault-based
Liability for intentionallyinflicted harm

STRICT LIABILITY
Liability without fault
Liability is imposed in spite of
absence of fault

Basis of liability: fault (exception is strict liability)
Largely a systemized fault based system
Primarily judge-made law, grew from English common law
Compensates victims of wrongdoing
• Rationale: punish or deter blameworthy civil conduct
• Functions: compensation, education, deterrence, enforcing civil justice, and appeasement
and vindication
Critics push for no-fault compensation – compensation provided regardless of fault
• Criticized for being costly, length and incapable of achieving goals
Should we do away with this fault based system for administrative system?
Advantages of no fault
• Possibly less steps for victim to get their compensation
• More timely to victims
Disadvantages
• Takes away responsibility for actions
• Actually expensive because paying out everyone
• Losing out on social cost of lawsuit for business (makes business look bad)

2.0 Nuisance
Definition: Sustained activity amounting to unreasonable and substantial interference with the use
and enjoyment of land
• Indirect and non-physical
• Tort only relates to land
Other torts relating to land:
• Trespass: direct and physical interference with possession of land
• Rule in Rylands v Fletcher: escape of something likely to do mischief from property owner’s
non-natural use of land
• Negligence: damage to land caused by failure to take reasonable care
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Public nuisance: several bothersome, frequent, and often criminal activities that adversely affect the
public’s interest
• Interests in health and safety, morality, comfort or convenience
• Used where not reasonable to expect one individual to take proceedings on own
• Question of Numbers: how many affected + interference with public property
Private nuisance operations in two contexts:
1. Protect interests in land from indirect and continuing interferences emanating from neighbouring
lands
- Annoyances, inconveniences, excessive noise, foul odours, fumes, vibrations
- Striking a balance between competing interests of landowners
- Courts weigh the two uses to which land is put
2. Shifts accident costs of activities from individual victims to those best equipped to distribute costs
among beneficiaries of activities
- Ex. Water line breaks and damages a house, maintainer pays damages so one victim doesn’t
suffer and unjust amount
Forms of activities: indirect, continuing, non physical, emanates, actionable only upon proof of
damage, interference with plaintiff’s enjoyment of land
Defendant’s conduct is irrelevant – effects of action on plaintiff is what matters
2.1 Protecting Interests in Land
Appleby v Erie Tobacco Co. (1910)
Issues: What is a nuisance? Elements/Grounds of liability? Standards for determining whether a
nuisance exists?
Decision: court issued an injunction
- Local standards matter! But can’t set up arbitrary set of guidelines for what is reasonable
- MATERIAL discomfort and annoyance to the plaintiff
- Rendered premises less fit for ordinary purposes of life
Takeaways: interference with use and enjoyment of property must be MATERIAL
Local standards do matter (objectivity) but do not excuse unreasonable acts
- Suitability of neighbourhood for defendant’s activity not important
- Who arrived in vicinity first is relevant but not determinative
Use of land is not reasonable if it causes substantial damage to others/property of others in a
material way
Knowledge of character of neighbourhood before move doesn’t mean appreciation of full extent of
activities and ability to tolerate them
Local standards are relevant but NOT determinative
What constitutes an unreasonable interference?
• Examine ordinary practices/norms of people in given society
• Based on norms not individual people’s peculiarities or habits
Rogers v Elliott (1888)
Facts: church bell ringing caused suffering to plaintiff recovering from sunstroke
Standard for determining reasonableness is based on experience of ordinary people
• Don’t have to consider effect on people who are susceptible to noise in peculiar way
Decision: for defendant
6

Purpose/Malice/Deliberate Act
If an act is done with malice then court is more likely to consider it a nuisance
Fontainebleau Hotel Corp. v 4525 Inc.
Facts: appeal from order to temporarily stop building of 14 story addition to Fontainebleau Hotel,
respondent owned adjacent hotel, both luxury hotels
Argued that: the addition would interfere with light and air, irreparable injury to plaintiff, decision
to construct on north vs. south motivated by malice
Lower court decision: found for Eden Rock, said that maxim meant: “No one has right to use his
property to the injury of another”
Higher court: rejected this decision, said novel application of the maxim
• Correct application of maxim: One must use his property so as not to injure the lawful rights
of another
• Found that Eden Rock had no right to free flow of light and air across adjoining property
• Rule stands irrespective of malice being partly involved in defendant’s decision
Focus of tort (nuisance) is on injury to an existing right
Courts do consider bona fides of the parties (good faith; honesty of intention)
• Deliberate and malicious actions = nuisance
• Not determinative
• But evidence of deliberate action/malice = successful action
Also consider the purposes/utility of the conduct of both parties
Bamford v Turnley (1862)
Facts: Defendant had brick-making operation adjacent to plaintiff’s house
Question: whether an act that may constitute a nuisance may be made lawful by the fact that it
provides a public benefit?
Answer: someone who suffers loss from activity for public good should not have to bear it without
compensation
Decision: judgement for plaintiff, damages NOT injunction
• Compensatory relief but not depriving community of benefit
Miller v Jackson (1977)
Facts: 70-year old cricket field, newcomers troubled by balls landing in garden, cricket did
everything in their power to stop it but plaintiffs asking for injunction of playing game
Lord Denning: said maxim used in such cases is “most misleading”, lacking in accuracy
Need to test what is reasonable according to ordinary usages of mankind leaving in society?
Answer: using ground playing cricket is a most reasonable use
• Conflict between public and private interests - public must prevail
• Damages awarded but injunction denied
Dissents:
Geoffrey Lane L.J.: no excuse exonerates defendants from liability
• Clint Sturges v Bridgman: doctor builds practice beside bakery then complains of disturbance
– not determinative who was there first
• No answer to claim that plaintiff brought trouble on himself by moving so that inevitably
affected by defendant’s activities
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Cumming-Bruce LJ: agreed with Geoffrey Lane BUT - there are special circumstances which should
inhibit a court of equity from granting the injunction claimed – must strike balance between public
and private
2.2 Shifting Accident Costs of Activities
• Ordinarily not nuisances but occasionally fail to operate properly
Tock v St John’s Metropolitan Area Board (1989)
Facts: Appellants suffered damage when basement flooded after heavy rain and blocked storm
sewer operated by municipality
Defence: operation of sewer system was authorized by statute
Decision: held that flooding of basement did constitute unreasonable interference
• But crucial question: can respondent rely on defence of statutory authority?
• This is a permissive statutory provision: they confer a power but don’t impose a duty
If legislation imposes duty and nuisance is inevitable consequence then nuisance is authorized and
there is no recovery in absence of negligence
If confers an authority but is specific & nuisance is inevitable consequence of doing action in way/
location provided for by statute then nuisance is authorized and no recovery without negligence
• These situations can use inevitability doctrine of statutory authority
BUT if confers an authority but gives public body discretion to do the thing authorized and
how/where to do it then must do it in a manner that avoids nuisance
• If done in manner/location that creates nuisance then liable regardless of negligence
So in this situation there is no statutory authority defence so plaintiff doesn’t have to prove
negligence to recover damages
Dissents: La Forest: believes cost of damage that is inevitable consequence of services for public
benefit should be borne equally by all those who profit from service
• Public body can defray cost by spreading it among subscribers
Sopinka: defendant must establish there were no alternative methods for accomplishing task and
that it was practically impossible to avoid the nuisance
• Standard is higher than not just being negligent
Antrim Truck Centre Ltd. v Ontario (Transportation) (2013)
Facts: owned and operated truck stop, province reconfigured highways put him out of business
ONT municipal board awarded compensation: absent statutory authorization it would be private
nuisance
Court of appeal: set aside, said failed to consider character of neighbourhood and plaintiff’s
particular sensitivity and importance of defendant’s conduct
Supreme Court: Reverted to trial judge, appeal allowed
• Question 1: was there substantial interference? Yes
• Question 2: Was the interference unreasonable? Not looking at peculiar expectations instead
based on standards of ordinary people
o Balances harm to plaintiff against utility of defendant’s conduct
o Harm to plaintiff unreasonable – should not have to bear this cost
2.3 Defences to Nuisance Action:
- Statutory authority: have to consider whether there was mandatory action and specific
instructions
o If optional then no defence
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o If mandatory but way to do it is optional then if done negligently still guilty
Statutory immunity: statute provides immunity from nuisance suit
o But sets out the standards that still need to be met
- Most defences are elements/factors to be balanced
o Material damage, reasonable use of land, local standards, plaintiff’s sensitivity
- Consent: plaintiff consented to presence of thing causing nuisance
- Contributory negligence: not just for negligence, can be used in all tort actions where fault is
an issue
Remedies
- Damages: monetary compensation
o Suffered property damage/personal injury (compensatory damages)
o Not usually adequate for continuing interference
- Injunctive relief: equitable relief, order compelling part to stop act/activity
Courts will consider size of damages, whether estimable, whether plaintiff will be sufficiently
compensated, and whether defendant will be not be oppressed by injunctive relief
In cases of nuisance where defendant acting in public interest: controversial, different solutions
proposed, generally try to find flexible/innovative solution
-

2.4 Individual vs Community Utility
Community Utility Wins Out
Black v Can Copper Co. (1917)
Facts: Plaintiff looking for injunction to stop mines from operating
Result: community cannot exist without mines, plaintiff abandoned claim for injunction
Bottom v Ont Leaf Tobacco Co. (1935)
Facts: Plaintiff looking to close defendant factory
Result: court looked at disastrous impact on community of closing, injunction denied
Miller v Jackson
Facts: Family moved into house bordering cricket field then looked for injunction
Result: community interest in cricket field, new what they were getting into, injunction denied
Community Utility NOT Determinative
1. Canada Paper co v Brown (1922)
Facts: factories were most important industry in small town, introduced sulphates that produced
noxious fumes after plaintiff’s house built
Decision: public good/community benefit rejected
- No local rights to be asserted against man’s right to enjoy his property
Spur Industries v Del E Webb Development Co. (1972)
Facts: Defendant operated cattle feedlot, situated in what had been agricultural district feeding 2030 thousand cattle
- Del E Webb purchased land (cheaply) to build urban area, eventually grew close to feedlot
and encountered opposition from purchasers because of flies/smells
Decision: lower court granted injunction, affirmed on appeal but Del E Webb must indemnify Spur
for reasonable amount of cost of moving or shutting down (novel decision)
- Decided feedlot was public and private nuisance,
- Test: 1. Material interference
- 2. Although agricultural district amount of cattle made not reasonable (exceeded acceptable
local standards)
- 3. Objective assessment? Yes offended ordinary person (tenants)
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3.0 Intentional Torts
Liability for intentional interference with protected interests.
Basic general elements:
1. Directness: injury must result directly from wrongdoer’s act
a. Injury flows naturally from conduct
b. No intervention by independent factor
2. Intention: defendant acts with substantial certainty of/desires consequences
a. Knowledge about physical consequences NOT legal infringement
b. Sufficient if defendant knew there will be certain consequences (factual)
3.1 Assault
A direct, non-physical, intentional act that causes an apprehension of immediate harmful or
offensive bodily contact.
- Threat of imminent physical harm
- Legal wrong is act which disturbs the plaintiff’s sense of security
- Often accompanied with a battery claim
Elements of assault:
- Intention: intended threat (waving weapon)
- Directness: immediacy requirement, can be conditional threat of violence
- Offensiveness: threat of offensive OR harmful physical contact
- Apprehension: need not be in fear but would reasonable person feel threatened
- Non-physical contact: no requirement that threat actually be carried out
3.2 Battery
Direct, intentional and physical or offensive that interferes with another’s body
- Protects against physical violation of a person’s body and their bodily security
- Norberg v Wynrib: “Intentional infliction of unlawful force on another person.”
- Need not be harmful/cause physical injury so actionable without proof of harm
- Act of battery usually not in contention, at issue is applicable defence
o Babiuk v Trann – protecting teammate
Elements of Battery: very similar to assault
- Intention: Need to intend offensive, physical contact NOT necessarily intend harm
o Should have been substantially certain that consequences would result from act
- Directness: again immediacy
- Offensive: must be outside what is generally acceptable in society
o Question of fact for court
o Implied consent in some cases: sports
- Physical contact: body to body and beyond (weapons, spitting on someone)
- Fault/wrongfulness: to be actionable must be shown to be wrongful
o Accidents: no fault element therefore not actionable
Babiuk v Trann (2005)
Rugby match: plaintiff stepped on player’s fact; Trann then punched him in the face
- Rugby has implied consent but punching in face is outside reasonable conduct
- But was reasonable force for defence of teammate? Yes!
Malette v Shulman (1990)
Facts: Doctor gave lifesaving blood transfusions to patient after finding Jehovah’s Witness card that
Stated that under no circumstances were they to be given blood transfusions
- Doctor tried to use defences of consent, implied consent, and priveligy be necessity
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Decision: No rationally founded basis for which Shulman could ignore the restriction
- So administration of transfusion was battery, (intentional and unpermitted conduct which
violated patient’s right over her body)
- Damages awarded
Emergencies:
General rules applicable to actions for battery apply in medical cases but exception in emergency
cases without prior written waiver – patient unable to give/withhold consent
Implied consent/privilege by necessity: law sets aside requirement for consent
- Patient treated as reasonable person who would desire treatment in emergency
Requirements for privilege:
1. Patient unconscious/no capacity to make treatment decision and no legally
authorized person to act on their behalf
2. Time is of essence
3. Under circumstances a reasonable person would consent
3.3 False Imprisonment
Person imprisoned without lawful justification
- Proof of actual damage unnecessary for successful action
- Intention is key element – ‘may’ also be committed negligently
Plaintiff proves imprisonment – defendant establishes defence of justification
Arises due to: imprisoned on statutory authority, detained for stealing, false arrest
There must be total restraint: no viable alternative routes
- May involve threat of force, actual physical confinement, or psychological coercion
Freedom to move without threat must be balanced against rights of others (law
enforcement/citizens) to take certain steps to address suspicious situations
Directions: FI must be direct result of defendant’s conduct – be personally responsible for it
- ex. Arrest based on citizen’s info, no FI against citizen because broken by police intervention
Agreement: negates FI if agree to remain on location/fulfill condition before leaving
- Person who agrees to reasonable condition must obey in given circumstances
- Defence still has burden of proving detention was justified
Martin v Berends (1989)
Facts: Berends takes express bus with no stops, wants to get off during trip but driver refuses
Decision: agreement to not get off, not an emergency so driver justified in conduct
3.4 Malicious Prosecution:
provides remedy for unjustifiable prosecution, plaintiff sues those who initiated proceedings
against them
Four requirements:
1. Defendant initiates proceedings against plaintiff
a. Proceedings determinate in plaintiff’s favour
b. Plaintiff proves that proceedings were without reasonable cause
2. Defendant only needs to prove belief that accused’s guilt could be made out in court
3. Doesn’t need to actually believe they did it (factors into element 4)
4. Proven if had no reasonable grounds to believe some of the charges were justified
a. Defendant’s action arises from malice: some motive other than desire to justice a
person the defendant honestly believes to be guilty
i. Plaintiff must show proof of damages to receive damages
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3.5 Trespass to Chattels:
Includes any wrongful taking of chattels/interference with one’s legal possession of chattels
- Remedies only cases involving direct interference
- Actionable without proof of damage
Onus on plaintiff to prove elements of claim – defendant proves not intentional/negligent
Elements of trespass to chattels: Direct
- Intentional: acts with desire to interfere with possession OR acts in situation where
interference is substantially certain to occur
o Didn’t have to intend to commit a wrongful act
o Acts with intention to create actual outcome and outcome is tortious
384238 Ont. Ltd. v Can. (1983)
Department of national revenue seized plaintiff’s goods and held for three days, turns out it was the
wrong person so returned
- Temporary interference constituted trespass
- Defendant intended to create outcome even though innocently did to wrong party
Decision: liable for trespass to chattels, innocence is no defence if act constitutes serious
interference with possessory right
Legal Possession
Trespass to chattel is interference with legal possession of (physical control + intent to control)
- Legal possession of a wrongful possessor may be protected
Only person with legal possession may sue for trespass to chattel
3.6 Detinue
Wrongful detention of goods from person who has right to immediate possession
1. Plaintiff must prove better right to possession than the defendant
a. Does not need to establish title to goods, just right to possession
2. Plaintiff must establish that an appropriate demand for return of goods was made but
defendant refused
a. Don’t need to comply immediately, time to verify claimant’s rights
b. Refusal is either deliberate rejection of plaintiff’s claim or if defendant has wrongfully
departed with possession of goods
Unlike trespass, detinue is available to protect owner who is out of possession when act occurs
If defendant STOLE the goods: plaintiff doesn’t have to make demand for return
- Wrongful detention is established even without proof of demand and refusal
3.7 Conversion
positive and intentional act of interference with a person’s legal possession or right to
immediate possession of goods
Protects plaintiff’s right to immediate possession not necessarily ownership
- But there is conversion when defendant deals with goods in manner inconsistent with
ownership or possessory rights
- Even where person doesn’t have ‘ownership’ rights he may have possessory rights
Bolwell Fibreglass
Ordered and paid for yacht from contracting company. Bolwell requests early delivery before
completion but Foley refuses because not yet paid. Bolwell sues Foley for conversion.
Decision: Foley NOT liable, only relevant who has right to possession of chattel at the time (not title
of ownership). Based on contract Foley entitled to retain possession until work done and paid for
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Intention: physical consequences are intended and substantial (ex. Denial of possessory rights)
- Mistakes as to legal/factual consequences of one’s conduct is NOT a defence
- Refusal to return goods must be based on intention to convert
- Destruction/loss of goods due to negligence not actionable as conversion
Substantial interference is question of fact depending on several factors
1. Extent and duration of exercise of control
a. 384238 Ont. Ltd. v Can.: 3 day detention of goods NOT conversion
b. Dzaman v Riggs (1927): 3 day detention of car is detinue
2. Intent to assert a right inconsistent with the possessor’s rights
a. Dzaman v Riggs: detention of car was not intended to keep car permanently or
claim interest in it = conversion not established, case of detinue
3. Good faith of the defendant: ex. removing another’s goods for safekeeping
a. Robertson v Stang (1997)
4. Extent and duration of interference with right on control
5. Harm done to chattel
6. Expense and inconvenience caused
Penfolds Wines Pty. Ltd. v Elliott
Penfolds sold wine in marked bottles, indicated ownership remained with plaintiff. Defendant
Elliott filled bottles with another type of wine without Penfolds’ consent
Decision of three possible torts
- Penfolds did not have legal possession when defendant used them (Can’t be trespass)
- Did not establish to substantial extent that Elliott was dealing with appellant’s bottles in
manner inconsistent with ownership (Conversion not established)
- There was no demand for the return of bottles/refusal to return (no detinue)
Summary of Legal Possession Torts
Tort
Trespass
Definition Protection against
wrongful interferences
with legal possession over
chattel

Detinue
Wrongful detention of
goods from person with
right of immediate
possession

Requires

Plaintiff must be in legal
possession to claim.
Not available to protect
owner out of possession
when wrong occurred.

Arises only after
‘Demand and Refusal’
Available to protect
owner out of possession
when wrong occurred.

Intent

No intention to deal with
goods in manner
inconsistent with plaintiff’s
possessory rights
384238 Ont. Ltd. v. Can.
Penfolds v. Elliott

No intention of claiming
interest or rights over
goods or keeping goods
permanently
Dzaman v. Riggs
Penfolds v. Elliott

Cases

Conversion
Positive and intentional interference
with legal possession or right to
immediate possession in a manner
inconsistent with possessory (or
ownership) rights
Conversion must be substantially
certain or desired.

Clear intention to deal with goods in
manner inconsistent with plaintiff’s
possessory / ownership rights
384238 Ont. Ltd. v. Can.
Bolwell Fibreglass Pty. Ltd. v. Foley
Penfolds v. Elliott
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3.8 Trespass to Land
Intentional interference by defendant with plaintiff’s possession of land, or defendant acts in
circumstances in which interference is substantially certain to occur
- Actionable without proof of actual damage
- Includes surface of land and limited amount of airspace – limited by what can be
possessed/occupied
- Protected from permanent structure infringing on potential use/enjoyment of land
o Transient intrusions may be more appropriately sued in nuisance
- Trespass not concerned with title/ownership of land but legal possession of land
o Tenant has right to sue NOT landlord
- Same elements as trespass to chattels: direct, intentional & physical interference
o Non physical interference is a nuisance
- Mistake is NOT a defence – simply need to act with intent and of own volition
- May be committed intentionally or negligently
Turner v Thorne & Thorne
Facts: defendant mistakenly delivered boxes to wrong home and left them in centre of garage.
Plaintiff fell over cartons and was seriously injured, suing to recover damages.
Issue: Whether actions constituted a trespass?
Decision: Yes it is a trespass to unjustifiably place anything on or in land in possession of another,
independent of intention or negligence
- Trespasser is liable for personal injuries resulting directly and proximately from trespass
Trespass vs Nuisance: Interference constituting nuisance is indirect, emanates and nonphysical
Mann v. Saulnier (1959 NB C.A.)
Facts: defence’s fence originally built directly on boundary of plaintiff’s land but now encroached a
few inches due to accumulation of frost and snow
Issue: is this a trespass?
Decision: nuisance at best
- Trespass to land involves only direct and NOT consequential injury
Hoffman v. Monsanto Canada Inc. [2005]
Facts: organic farmers sued defendants who developed and marketed genetically modified seeds
that were planted by neighbouring farms and made way onto plaintiff’s land
Issue: was invasion of seeds a ‘direct’ interference of plaintiff’s farm lands?
Decision: no, not sufficiently direct to constitute trespass on part of those who developed

4.0 Defences to Intentional Torts
Most defences to intentional torts are complete
- Consent, defence of property, defence of others, self-defence and legal authority
Some are partial defences which only lessen award of damages against defendant
- Contributory negligence, provocation
4.1 Consent:
Defence but in actuality negates the allegation of wrongdoing
- Plaintiff consents to actual act that forms the basis of action
- Volenti non fit injuria: plaintiff consents to/accepts risk of being injured
- Consent must be free, full/complete, and informed
14

-

At common law no specific age of consent so minor may issue valid consent to tort
o But must have sufficient intelligence and understanding to make up mind
Consent may be vitiated due to exploitative unequal relationship (Norberg v. Wynrib)
May be expressed or implied by conduct (compliance/failure to resist)
o But each case must be interpreted on its own facts
Operates in contact sports, consent to degree of contact for how game ordinarily played, but
force exceeding that could still be battery (Babiuk v. Trann)

Norberg v Wynrib
Facts: action for sexual battery brought by female patient against physician after doctor provided
drugs in exchange for sexual favours from addicted patient.
Issue: whether the plaintiff’s consent to sexual acts was valid
Decision: No, plaintiff was in a position of weakness that interfered with freedom of will so there
was no meaningful consent. Consent was ineffective.
- Notion of consent must be modified to appreciate the power relationship between parties
o Inequality between parties (power dependency relationship)
o Exploitation of that inequality (proof of exploitation)
Consent in medical cases
Basic rules: treatment without consent involving interference with patient’s body is battery
- Patient has right to refuse or discontinue treatment, can withdraw consent j
- Emergency cases: treatment may be administered without consent
o Applies only where treatment is necessary to save life/preserve health
o Refusal of treatment must be upheld even at risk of loss of life
Cases of incapacitated minors and disabled adults
General principles: person without capacity cannot give valid consent to/refuse medical treatment
- Not applicable to minors who can understand and appreciate proposed treatment
o Mature minors in law
E (Mrs.) v Eve (1986)
Application by mother for permission to consent to sterilization of mentally retarded daughter,
court being asked in its Parents Patriae jurisdiction over Eve
Decision of La Forest: Parents Patriae can only be exercised for the benefit of those under disability
and cannot help themselves, not to relieve those who may have burden of caring for them
- Court cannot deprive woman of privilege of childbirth for purely social or other nontherapeutic purposes without her consent
In Re B (1987)
Similar facts to Eve, rejects La Forest’s analysis from case above because distinction between
therapeutic and non-therapeutic measures not helpful
- Key question is whether measures taken are for welfare and benefit of woman
- Consent to sterilization granted
Informed consent: for consent to be valid must know some basic & fundamental info
- Even if undisclosed risks are serious enough that could have led reasonable patient to refuse
treatment, consent is still valid for purpose of battery action
o However entitled to action in negligence (breach of duty to disclose)
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Reibl v Hughes
Facts: plaintiff suffered massive stroke during procedure, had consented to procedure but allegedly
not informed of risks and says would have affected his decision to consent
Issue: whether the lack of information vitiated consent?
Decision: no it did not, no action in battery for failure to disclose
- Arises as breach of duty of due care, gives right to action in negligence
Means battery is action for medical cases where:
1. No consent at all
2. Surgery/treatment is provided beyond that to which there was consent
3. There has been misrepresentation/fraud to secure consent to treatment
Hollis v Dow Corning Corp (1995)
Issue: is manufacturer of implants liable in tort to injury of patient for failure to give adequate
warning to patient/surgeon about risks of rupture?
Decision: Yes manufacturer has duty of care to warn of inherent dangers, which it has or ought to
have knowledge of in use of product
- Doctrine of informed consent wholly applicable
Learned intermediary rule: manufacturer directly owes consumer duty to warn BUT in limited
circumstances can satisfy duty by providing into to a “Learned Intermediary”
- Here did not fully inform the Learned intermediary of risks so still held liable
4.2 Self Defence
Common law recognizes right to use force to protect oneself from actual or threatened
harm/attack
- Must show that amount of force used was necessary and proportionate to threat
- Conduct which falls short of threat of harm does not justify self-defence but may constitute
provocation what mitigates damages
- Action taken must not be retaliatory or intended for punishment
o Use of weapon complicates proving that force wasn’t excessive
Defence of Others: same considerations as self-defence
- Easy when duty exists in law: law permits use of reasonable force to protect dependents to
whom we owe legal duties
- Difficult when no legal duty, no statutory authority, no close relationship
Babiuk v. Trann
Facts: defendant (rugby player) punched opponent in face and broke his jaw in defence of teammate
whose face the opponent stepped on
- Rejected defence of consent because not part of implied consent for playing rugby
- Judge applied defence of third parties, no reason why should be restricted to protection of
family members
Defence of property: law permits reasonable force to be used to defend one’s property
- Often applied to real estate following trespass (physical removal of trespasser)
- Questionable defence when intruder seriously injured or kill
4.3 Legal authority
arguably most frequently raised and perhaps broadest defence against intentional torts
- Provincial/federal statutes often provide defences to actions in tort
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-

Relevant provisions of the Criminal Code often cited even though don’t provide immunity
from civil action

4.4 Provocation
Defence invoked after def. loses self-control following insults/taunts, conduct falling short of
assault but necessitating a (defensive) reaction
- Doesn’t require protective action, considered contributory negligence
- Assessed as contributory negligence so mitigates damages
4.5 Necessity:
All other defences rest on premise that defendant’s conduct is necessary to protect other
interests
- Balancing interests in decision to take an action to protect one or other interests
- Should be invoked only where there is no other applicable defence
- Must be great and imminent danger to life/property which can only be prevented by
sacrificing plaintiff’s lesser interests
o Can give rise to complete privilege: dismissed without compensation
o Incomplete privilege: plaintiff entitled to damages (because innocent plaintiff suffered
damages), not injunction (if tort is continuous)

5.0 Strict Liability
Strict liability: liability for non-negligent conduct
A person held strictly liable for harm caused to another may have exercised reasonable care and
attempted to prevent the harm.
- No intentional act, negligence, nor recklessness: NO FAULT.
- Constitutes an exception in torts.
Rylands v. Fletcher
VERY famous case regarding strict liability
Facts: defendant built reservoir on land, it broke and damaged plaintiff’s mines
Issue: could the plaintiff be held liable without negligence?
Decision: yes held to be strictly liable, innovative judgement!
Blackburn J. (exchequer chamber): if neighbour artificially accumulates something likely to do
mischief if it escapes he must keep it at his own peril and is held strictly liable
- Excuse himself by showing that escape was caused by plaintiff, consequence of vis major, or
act of God
- Not nuisance because reservoir was lawful in itself, only break was unlawful
- Not trespass as interference was indirect and not immediate
Lord Cairns (House of Lords): added an additional element in saying that strict liability could only
be imposed on a non-natural use of land
Rickards v. Lothian
Facts: sink in bathroom above plaintiff’s business was plugged and overflowed
Issue: did this constitute a non-natural use of land meaning escape has strict liability?
Decision: (Lord Moulton) no it did not, added to non-natural use that it must not involve a use of
land that is “proper for the general benefit of the community”
- Bathroom is not a dangerous use of land and is ordinary and beneficial
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Read v. Lyons
Facts: defendant ran explosive factory and plaintiff inside when shell exploded, caused injury
Issue: did this fall under strict liability?
Decision: no as there was no escape from the defendant’s land
- Also said not a non-natural use of land as it was an industrial community
5.1 Test for liability under Rylands v. Fletcher:
1. Artificial accumulation of thing likely to do mischief if it escapes
2. Makes use of land that is non-natural
o Increased danger, not ordinary use, no general benefit to community
3. Dangerous thing actually escapes from land
4. Causes loss/damage to the plaintiff
Strict liability for animals: keeper of dangerous animal is strictly liable for an injuries caused it
- Wild Animals (Ferae Naturae): presumption that dangerous and vicious so strictly liable for
all injuries caused to person/property
- Animals with known vicious/mischievous propensities (Mansuetae Naturae): owner strictly
liable when he knows of these tendencies
5.2 Defences: (THIS WILL BE ON EXAM)
- Consent: plaintiff consented to use and agreed to assume risks (NEED BOTH!)
o Very strictly construed by courts
o Not relieved of liability if actual damage caused by defendant’s negligence
- Act of God (vis major): a natural and extraordinary event
o Not foreseeable, reasonably anticipated or preventable
o Novus actus interveniens: “new intervening act” that breaks causal connection
between defendant’s wrong and subsequent events
§ If risk was foreseeable from this action then ought to be liable
- Plaintiff’s Default: harm is result of act of plaintiff
o Could be contributory negligence if should have foreseen plaintiff’s act
- Malicious Act of 3rd Party: not liable if not within risks created generally by activity
o If anticipated and ought to have guarded against it then negligence
o This would mean liability even if damaged party consented because negligence!
- Statutory Authority: strict liability not applicable to mischief caused by activities of
statutorily authorized body
o Must be acting under mandatory authority and non-negligently

6.0 Vicarious Liability
Vicarious: to be responsible for the acts/omissions of another
- No personal fault/wrongdoing by defendant
- Liability based on conduct of another (usually employee)
Rule: an employer is vicariously liable to third parties for the wrongful actions or torts carried out
by their employees in the course of the employment
- Form of strict liability
Why does it exist? Easier for victim to obtain compensation
- Economic efficiency: loss shifted to employer, can easily redistribute costs
- Deter accidents through safer business practices
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6.1 Employees vs. Independent Contractors
- Employee (contract OF service): employer vicariously liable for their torts
- Independent contract (contract FOR services): no vicarious liability
Distinguish through control test: element of control employer has over tortfeasor
- Employee: tell the person what to do and how to do it
- Independent contractor: hired to specific work and to achieve stated result but no
requirements as to how to achieve task
- Also consider who profits, who owns tools of trade, and who bears risk of loss
Non-delegable duty: duty must be carried out by person on whom it is imposed
Where employee’s tortious act was a non-delegable duty/personal duty of employer’s, liability will
be imposed directly and personally on employer
- Not vicarious liability, regardless of employee/independent contractor
Jones v. Hart (1698)
Facts: defendant was pawnbroker who’s servant lost goods, plaintiff sued for trover
Issue: Could the master be held liable for the servant’s actions?
Decision: Yes! “For whoever employs another, is answerable for him… The act of a servant is the act
of his master, where he acts by authority of the master”
6.1 Test for vicarious liability:
1. A person (employee) commits a tort
2. Employee is employed by the defendant
3. Tort is committed in the course of employment
Factor 3. Is very complicated
- If employer authorizes, instructs, or participates in an employee’s tort, employer’s liability
will be direct (personally and directly liable)
- Tort is committed in course of employment when it is “a wrongful and unauthorised mode of
doing some act authorised by the master
Traditional approach: employers vicariously liable for
1. Acts of an employee authorized by the employer.
2. Unauthorized acts so connected with authorized acts that they may be regarded as modes (albeit
improper modes) of doing an authorized act: Salmond on Torts.
Special case if act is not merely negligent but actually intentional (battery, trespass)
- Intentional tort cannot be regarded as anything authorized by legitimate enterprise
Special case for sexual assault!!
- Employer vicariously liable if committed in course of employment
Bazley v Curry (1999)
Facts: Non-profit ran residential facility for emotionally troubled young children. Employees acted
as parents providing day-to-day care including intimate activities. Employee sexually assaulted a
child under his care.
Issue: whether employer is vicariously liable for employee’s sexual abuse of child in care?
Decision: yes employer was liable. Looked at traditional approach first, specifically second question
of whether so connected with authorized act that can be regarded as mode
Formulates new test based on existing precedents and the following policy considerations
1. Provision of a just and practical remedy for harm (effective compensation)
2. Deterrence of future harm
Gives us policy: employer should be held vicariously liable when the employer’s enterprise and
empowerment of the employee materially increased the risk of the sexual assault and hence the
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harm, and “where the wrong is so connected with the employment that it can be said that the
employer has introduced the risk of wrong”
Strong connection test: determines sufficiency of employer’s creation/enhancement of risk:
1. The opportunity the enterprise afforded employee to abuse his/her power
2. Extent to which wrongful act may have furthered the employer’s aims
3. Extent to which wrongful act was related to friction; confrontation or intimacy inherent in
the enterprise
4. Extent of power conferred on employee in relation to victim
5. Vulnerability of potential victims to wrongful exercise of employee’s power
Foundation held vicariously liable for actions of Curry
E.B. v Order of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate in the Province of BC (2005)
Facts: sexual abuse of a child in hands of a staffer at residential school. Layman vs instructor or
caregiver
Issue: determine whether strength of connection between what employer was asking employee to
do… and wrongful act was sufficient to impose vicarious liability”
Decision: No it was not. Applied five factor test from Bazley v Curry
- Appellant victim did not establish strong connection between what employer was asking
employee to do and the wrongful act
Answering Vicarious Liability Question in the Exam
Define Issue – vicarious liability will just be about vicarious liability – not other torts
Explain what vicarious liability is, state the law, discuss the three elements
- Third is course of employment (make sure to address this)
- Salmond Test – outline and explain
If sexual assault/physical abuse bring up:
- preliminary considerations
- Policy considerations
- Strong connection test
- Five factors (only relevant for this topic)
If not sexual assault do NOT apply five factors – Salmond test, preliminary considerations, policy
considerations, strong connection test
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SECOND SEMESTER
Essence of negligence: Defendant’s duty to take reasonable care to avoid a risk of foreseeable injury
to the plaintiff.
Elements of negligence action:
• Duty of care: does defendant owe a duty of care to the plaintiff
• Standard of care and its breach: what standard of care has been breached by defendant
• Causation: was the damage suffered caused by/result of the breach?
o Establishment of a causal link between act and injury
• Actual loss: did the plaintiff suffer harm
• Remoteness of damage: was the harm suffered reasonable foreseeable or too remote?
• Defences: Any defences to shield defendant from liability in whole/part?
o Does plaintiff’s conduct justify reduction/elimination of damages due?

7.0 Duty of Care
Duty of care: One of a number of elements to be established in a negligence action.
• Others: Standard of care, remoteness, causation and damage.
• Plaintiff must show the above to succeed against a defendant.
Unless defendant owes a duty to take reasonable care for the plaintiff’s interests, mere fact of harm
to plaintiff cannot result in liability.
Also, merely creating a RISK OF HARM to the plaintiff, without something more, does not
automatically lead to liability
Wright “Cases on the Law of Tort”
Liability for “fault” involves the idea that the risks created be “unreasonable”.
Certain harms are beyond the protection that the law should afford even though such harms
resulted from negligent conduct.
Basically, courts restrict the scope of defendant’s liability in two ways:
1. Restrict recovery to certain kinds of losses
• Losses that are foreseeable (Standard of care)
• Losses not too remote (Remoteness)
• Losses causally connected to def.’s action (Causation)
2. Restrict recovery to certain kinds of people
• A duty of care is owed, based on the facts and type of the case, to a certain class of people.
Court determines whether duty of care exists by asking about severity and likelihood of harm
• Risk of what, and who is exposed
Cases on negligence split up as before and after Donoghue case
Winterbottom v. Wright (1842) Pre-Donoghue
Facts: Defendant had a contract with the postmaster-general to manufacture and maintain coaches
in good working order. The postmaster contracted with a third party, Atkinson, to deliver the coach
to its destination. Atkinson contracts with the plaintiff to drive the coach to its destination. En
route, the coach broke down due to latent defects and plaintiff was seriously injured.
Chain of contracts: manufacturer (defendant) – postmaster – Atkinson – Coach Driver (plaintiff)
Issue: did the defendant owe the plaintiff a duty of care outside of contractual relationship?
Decision: No. No precedent for this and no privity of contract between parties
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Pre: Donoghue: Whether a duty exists is determined by whether the relationship between parties
fits into classifications where duties of care have been found before
Donoghue v. Stevenson (1932)
Facts: August 26, 1928: Appellant drank a bottle of ginger-beer, manufactured by the respondent.
Bottle contained decomposed remains of a snail. Plaintiff suffered shock and severe gastro-enteritis.
Plaintiff instituted proceedings against manufacturer.
Issue: was a duty of care owed by manufacturer outside privity of contract?
• Question of law: as a matter of law did the defender owe any duty to the claimant to take care
Trial Decision: yes. Likened duty to one involving release of dangerous thing from their control
2nd Division: no, based on precedent
House of Lords: yes there is a duty of care (this is an exception to general rule)
General rule: The breach of the defendant’s contract with party A to use care and skill in the
manufacture or repair of an article does not of itself give any cause of action to B when he is injured
by reason of the article proving to be defective
• Only safe rule is to confine right to recover to those who enter into contract
Two exceptions to this rule:
1. An article that is inherently dangerous
2. Articles that are dangerous for any reason known to the manufacturer
• Knowledge of danger creates the obligation to warn
2 critical contributions to the development of negligence law:
1. Disengages negligence law from privity of contract (Winterbottom)
2. Establishes that duty of care in negligence is not restricted to a closed category of specific
relationships but based on general concept of a relationship of proximity capable of
extension to new situations (Klar)
• Take facts and relate them to a general principle not fitting into pre-existing category
• This general principle applied to find a duty of care is: THE NEIGHBOUR PRINCIPLE
Application: no contractual relationship but there is relationship in tort because defendant intended
the product to be consumed by purchasers
• Defendant knew that absence of reasonable care would result in injury
• So defendant owes duty to persons who consume drink regardless of contractual relation
7.1 The Neighbour Principle
The rule that you are to love your neighbour becomes in law, you must not injure your neighbour;
• Who is my neighbour? You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you
can reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your neighbour.
• Who, then, in law is my neighbour? The answer seems to be persons who are so closely and
directly affected by my act that I ought reasonably to have them in contemplation as being so
affected when I am directing my mind to the acts or omissions which are called into question
Duty: take reasonable care to avoid acts/omissions reasonably foreseeable to cause injury
• Injury: damage to a protected legal interest
• Atkin says interests in bodily security and property
To whom do I owe a duty of care: persons so closely and directly affected by my act that I ought
reasonably to have them in my contemplation as being so affected.
• There still must be a relation that gives rise to duty
• But duty no longer restricted to plaintiffs in contractual proximity with defendant
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Palsgraf v. Long Island Railroad Co.
Facts: Defendant Railway’s employee was assisting a passenger on board a train and accidently
knocked down parcel carried by the passenger. Parcel contained fireworks and exploded causing
damage to platform and to plaintiff.
Issue: did the employee owe a duty of care that was breached?
Decision: No, negligence action must have act that gives rise to a duty to the individual complaining
• Harm does not become a tort because it happened to be a wrong
• Plaintiff cannot be the vicarious beneficiary of a breach of duty to another
• It is not an injury (interference with a right) even if the harm resulted from a breach of duty,
if the duty was owed to someone else
• The risk reasonably perceived defines the duty to be obeyed
• Plaintiff was not close enough to have been reasonably in contemplation of defendant
Ratio: To be a tort, a defendant’s wrong must relate to a plaintiff’s right
Post-Donoghue
Reasonable foreseeability not seen as sufficient for liability in some types of cases
New judicial and social policy considerations have come to light
• Move to expand relationship of proximity (not just reasonable foreseeability)
Anns v. Merton London Borough Council
Decision: Prima facie duty of care arises if there is sufficient relationship of proximity
• Then necessary to consider whether there are any considerations which ought to
negate/reduce scope of the duty or class of persons to whom it is owed or the damage to
which the breach of it may give rise
• Led to expansion of liability: goes beyond personal injury cases
• Policy considerations became separated from prima facie duty
Ratio: presumptive duty approach - a prima facie duty of care arises between the parties – to be
negated by policy considerations.
In England the House of Lords rejects this expansionist formula
• Duty of care in 1st part of test now includes whether it is just and reasonable that the duty of
care should be owed
• Foreseeability does not automatically lead to a duty of care
• 2nd stage abandoned
• Proximity dependent on several factors, foreseeability now just one part
Cooper v. Hobart & Edwards v. L.S.U.C. (Canada refines test)
Facts C v H: negligence action against registrar of mortgage brokers
Facts E v. LSUC: action against a law society
Argued that losses suffered due to failure of regulators to reasonably protect them from dubious 3 rd
parties
Decision: no duty of care owed by regulators to plaintiffs to protect their interest
Anns analysis test best understood as:
Stage 1: Focuses on factors arising from relationship between the plaintiff and defendant
1) Foreseeability: was harm that occurred the reasonable foreseeable consequence of act?
2) Proximity analysis: based on relationship between the parties and any policy reasons
(notwithstanding proximity established in first test) that tort liability should not be recognized here
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•
•

Are there analogous categories of cases in which proximity has been previously identified
If none then evaluate closeness of relationship to determine whether it is just & fair
to impose a duty of care (expectations, relationships, reliance, interests involved)
Stage 2: consider residual policy concerns existing outside parties’ relationship
• What implications would recognition of duty of care have on other obligations and society
• Residual/extraneous policy concerns may negate or reduce prima facie
duty Application: did not pass stage 1
• Damage was reasonably foreseeable but policy reasons prevented relationship of proximity
• No prima facie duty of care owed
Affirmed in Odhavji Estate v. Woodhouse, Childs v. Desormeaux, and Hill v. Hamilton-Wentworth
Issues: where does burden of proof lie in 3 components and how is it to be discharged?
7.2 Duty to the Unborn
Discussion comes from criteria established in City of Kamloops v. Nielsen (1984)
Even where a duty of care exists it may not be imposed for reasons of public policy concerned with
sensitive issues – legislature is best forum for such
Dobson (Litigation Guardian of) v. Dobson (1999, SCC)
Facts: child suffered damage in utero from accident on highway caused by mother.
Issue: If a foetus is born with disabilities suffered from pre-natal negligent acts of its mother, can the
child sue its mother?
Decision:
Criteria 1: sufficiently close relationship between parties and foreseeable
1. Satisfied if assume that pregnant woman and foetus are distinct legal entities
2. Found appropriate to assume in present case without decided on issue
3. Once determined to be separate, have closest possible physical proximity
4. Foreseeability: almost any careless act/omission by pregnant woman could have
detrimental impact on foetal development
Criteria 2: There are no public policy reasons which ought to negative….
Reasons why a legal duty of care should NOT be imposed on a pregnant woman towards her foetus
or subsequently born child:
1. Privacy and autonomy rights of women
o Child can sue a 3rd party for injuries negligently inflicted in utero but not mother as
she is individual with rights
2. Difficulties inherent in articulating a judicial standard of conduct for pregnant women
o Makes daily life decisions subject to scrutiny of court and hard to limit
o Duty of care would be objective leading to scrutiny of lifestyle choices, and would
not take into account huge disparities between women leading to unfair application
Summary: Canadian law does NOT recognize the unborn child as a legal person due to indivisibility
between mother and foetus, pregnant women’s autonomy, and difficulties establishing standard of
conduct If born alive and viable the law may recognize its existence before birth for certain limited
reasons
o Only the born-alive child has legal status
o Can sue 3rd parties for damage caused in utero
The unborn is granted no legal status for policy reasons – nothing to do with foreseeability
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Liebig v. Guelph General Hospital (2010)
Facts: Kevin Liebig born in 2001 suffered hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy during birth resulting
in cerebral palsy. Parents suing hospital, physicians, and nurses alleging that injuries were caused
by negligence immediately before and during delivery process
Issue: did the defendants owe a duty of care to infant in relation to delivery?
Decision: motion judge granted declaration that duty of care was owed, Ontario court of
appeal dismissed defendants’ appeal
Grounds: child can sue in tort for injury caused before its birth
• But legal status to sue arises only upon live birth and damages assessed as of date of
birth Defendants’ argued that Bovingdon v. Hergott and Paxton v. Ramji had changed this law
• Women not yet pregnant underwent treatments which increased risk of complications
• Claims brought by infants not yet conceived: called wrongful life claims
• Held that no duty of care to future child if negligence took place prior to conception
Wrongful life
Wrongful birth
Wrongful conception
Children sue on grounds that
Falls under wrongful life
Often involve cases of failed
had their parents been treated
Parents of child of unwanted
vasectomy resulting in
without negligence they would pregnancy sue physicians for
unplanned and subsequently
not have been conceived, or if
inefficient conduct of
aborted pregnancies
conceived would not have been sterilization/provision of
Easily litigable
born
contraceptive care
Court in Liebig did not proceed utilizing wrong life claim – instead analyzed whether
physician owed a separate duty of care to a future child
Ratio: Established legal principle that child born alive may sue in tort for injury caused before
birth

8.0 Causation
There is no liability in tort without injury
- It is the infliction of injury through wrongful conduct that entitles plaintiff to compensation
- The defendant’s act must result in injury to plaintiff
Causation is 3rd major element to be proven in negligence
action
- The defendant’s breach must be linked causally to the plainitff’s
injury Causation has two meanings:
1. Cause in fact: did the defendant’s act product the plaintiff’s injury
o A factual/historical inquiry, burden of proof lies with plaintiff
§ If plaintiff can’t establish causal connection then court may still find
defendant
liable where injury relates to the type of risk associated with defendant’s act
o Primary test is the “But for” test – if injury would have occurred regardless of
defendant’s act then there is no causation
§ Unhelpful in case of multiple causative factors
§ Instead look whether act was a material contribution or substantial factor
2. Proximate cause/cause in law/remoteness: did the outcomes of the
defendant’s unreasonable risk include the plainitff’s accident
o What are the limits of the defendant’s liability?
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8.1 The Nature of Factual Causation
Athey v Leonati (1996)
Facts: appellants suffered two consecutive back injuries in motor vehicle accidents. Soon after
appellant suffered disc herniation during a mild stretching exercise. Appellant had pre-existing
disposition to herniation. Herniation caused by injuries from accidents and pre-existing condition.
Issue: Did the defendant’s actions cause the injury? How should loss be apportioned?
Decision: A defendant is liable for full cost of injuries caused or contributed to by his negligence
- If conduct is a cause of injury, other non-tortious causes don’t reduce extent of liability
- The injury was caused both by accident as well as pre-existing disposition
Defendant’s arguments for apportionment involve six analogous situations situations:
1. Loss should be split based on tort/non-tort causes as in cases involving multiple tortfeasors
o NO – apportionment based on tort/non-tort causes is contrary to tort principles
2. Is apportionment possible based on divisible injuries?
o Separation of distinct and divisible injuries is not apportionment it is simply making each
defendant liable only for injury he caused and plaintiff still fully compensated
o In this case there is single, indivisible injury and its consequences, division not possible
3. Contingencies: Was trial judge’s assessment of responsibilities in causation similar to
assessment of probabilities when adjusting damages to reflect contingencies?
Court treats past events vs. hypothetical future events differently:
- Future/hypothetical events: must be real and substantial possibility of occurrence
o Simply weighted according to relative likelihood of occurrence
- Alleged past events: must be proven then treated as certainty
o Disc herniation occurred before trial so it is a past and certain event
o Once plaintiff proved accident contributed to/caused disc herniation, causation is
accepted as a certainty
4. Can’t we draw analogy to an independent intervening event after plaintiff’s injury?
o It was factually established that the accidents caused/contributed to herniation so it was
NOT an independent intervening event
5. Does crumbling skull rule apply because of predisposition to disc herniation?
o Crumbling skull rule: recognizes that pre-existing condition was inherent in plaintiff’s
original position so defendant not required to put plaintiff in better position than that
o “Defendant is liable for the injuries caused, even if they are extreme, but need not
compensate the plaintiff for any debilitating effects of the preexisting condition which the
plaintiff would have experienced anyway.”
o If there is measurable risk that this would have happened sometime in the future even
without defendant’s act then court will factor this in and reduce damages
§ BUT court will not impose burden of pre-existing condition on the defendant
6. Does the loss of chance doctrine apply to the present case?
o Doctrine: plaintiff may be compensated where their only loss is a loss of chance at a
favourable opportunity or of avoiding a detrimental event
o Saying that plaintiff’s loss was the loss of a chance of avoiding a disc herniation
o Rejected based on finding that the accident contributed to the actual disc herniation itself
Trial Court assessed accident contributed to herniation at 25%
Court of Appeal applied 25% as outside the de minimis range and so as a material contribution
- This is sufficient to render the defendants fully liable
Straightforward application of thin skull rule: Pre-existing condition may have aggravated injuries
o But def. must take plaintiff as he finds him.
o If def.’s negligence exacerbated an existing condition: then defendant is fully liable
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Ediger v. Johnston, 2013 SCC 18
Facts: Cassidy’s mother’s labour did not progress as anticipated so Doctor Johnston attempted a
mid-level forceps delivery without informing C’s mother of material risks (Bradycardia). He also
failed to have surgical backups to perform emergency Caesarean section. Forceps procedure failed
so went for C-section but took over 10 minutes and in this time the umibilical cord became
obstructed leading to persistent bradycardia causing severe brain damage. Non-verbal, tube fed.
Trial: established causation, doctor breached standard of care by not having immediate surgical
backup + informed consent
- His forceps attempt was a “but for” cause of the bradycardia and lack of backup was “but for”
cause of the actual injury
- “the only reasonable inference from all the evidence is that the mid-forceps attempt likely
caused the cord compression that in turn caused the bradycardia
Court of Appeal: held that trial judge erred in finding that doctor’s breach caused injury
SC Issue: did trial judge commit a palpable and overriding error (because factual enquiry) in
determining that C’s injury was caused by Doctor’s breach of standard of care?
Decision: trial judge did not err, no basis for interfering with finding of liability of lower court
- Used correct legal test: “but for” analysis
- Injury could have been totally avoided if informed of material risks and opted out
- Failed to ensure that C could be delivered safely by C-section in event of bradycardia
So no error in finding that Doctor’s breach caused C’s injury
8.2 Factual Uncertainty
When plaintiff can’t prove causation (causal uncertainty), especially where the injury is closely
associated with the kind of risk created by the defendant’s negligent act, courts may find defendant
liable even though plaintiff can’t prove the causal connection
Under what conditions might this relaxation of burden of proof be justifiable? On what principles?
McGhee v National Coal Board (1972)
McGhee (appellant) was employed as labourer to empty pipe kilns and he was diagnosed with
dermatitis. Hue sued for damages of breach of common law duties to him in failing to providing
washing facilities to remove dust from bodies. Respondents admitted breach of duty and that work
done caused skin condition but denies that it was proven that the failure to carry out the admitted
duty caused the onset of the disease.
Issue: is causation proven if know that negligence materially increased risk of injury but did not
necessarily materially contribute to causing the injury?
Decision: yes they are liable, where a person through breach of duty creates a risk, and injury occurs
with that area of risk, he should bear the loss (unless some other cause can be shown)
Court was uncertain of the actual mechanisms leading to injury – medical evidence did not and
could not explain “just why that was so”
- Decided that court must take a “broader view of causation”
- Clearly has a causative effect although just how the cause operates is uncertain
- Where medical evidence can’t “segregate” causes of illness between compound causes it’s the
creator of the risk who should “suffer from inherent evidential difficulty”, bear consequences.
o Risk creator must be taken to have foreseen the possibility of damage.
o A matter of policy or justice.
- Failure to take steps to materially reduce risks involves substantial contribution to injury
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Snell v Farrell (1990)
Facts: respondent had vision problems and went to doctor for operation. After operation she
developed severe pain as retrobulbar hemorrhage had occurred. Later Doctor realized there was an
atrophy of the optic nerve and it had caused her to loser eyesight. New blood vessel formation in the
eye indicated that respondent has suffered a stroke in the back of the eye at some point (a major
cause of atrophy). But her expert could not confirm the cause of the stroke. Neither expert could
state with certainty what had caused the atrophy or when it occurred (natural or operation).
Issue: who has the burden of proof and has it been met?
Decision: Where the subject-matter lies particularly within knowledge of one party, that party may
be required to prove it. In this case (and most malpractice cases) it lies with the defendant
- Even though there is no positive or scientific proof of causation an inference of causation
may be draw in absence of evidence to contrary adduced by defendant
- Causation need not be determined by scientific precision, lesser standard required in law
It was open to trial judge to draw inference that the injury was caused by retrobulbar bleeding
- No evidence was adduced to rebut this inference
Clements v Clements (2012)
Facts: husband and wife were riding motorbike on wet roads with Mr. driving and bike overloaded.
Unknown to Mr. a nail had puncture rear tire. At 120 km/h the nail fell out, rear tire deflated, Mr.
couldn’t control it, and they crashed. Mrs. Suffered severe traumatic brain injury and sued Mr. on
grounds that injury was caused by negligent operation of bike.
Issue: whether his negligence caused Mrs. Clements’ injury.
- Expert witness testified that probably cause of accident was tire puncture
- Saying that accident would have happened even without speeding
Trial decision: held that negligence in fact contributed to injury
- Realized that plaintiff couldn’t prove “but for” test due to impossibility of precise proof of
amount each factor contributed and so applied the material contribution test
Court of Appeal: “but for” causation applies but was not proved in this case
- The material contribution test is inapplicable so not liable
Supreme Court: material contribution test is inapplicable here
- Also don’t need to insist on scientific precision for the “but for” test
- Matter returned to trial judge to deal with case on basis of “but for” test
Test of material contribution applicable when it is impossible to determine which of a number of
negligent acts of multiple actors in fact caused the injury, though established that one or more of
them caused the injury
- Material contribution does not signify a test of causation
- It is a policy driven rule of law to permit plaintiffs to recover in cases where they fail to prove
causation, plaintiff is not held bound by evidentiary standards
- Several tortfeasors, all are at fault so “but for” their negligence there would be no injury
o So plaintiff establishes but for test but it breaks down when applied to individual def.
Ratio: traditional “but for” test applies in cases involving multiple defendants
- Plaintiff has to show that one or more of the defendants caused the injury
- Where plaintiff cannot show individual causation against any of the multiple defendants the
material contribution approach applies
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9.0 Remoteness
Remoteness/proximate cause: limits the defendant’s liability
Utility: allows the court to limit the scope of liability
In Re Polemis and Furness, Withy & Co.
Facts: Respondents were ship-owners and chartered a steamship to the appellants. Appellants used
the vessel to transport a cargo of petrol from Lisbon to Casablanca. Leakage from cargo led to
considerable quantity of petrol vapour below deck. While transferring cargo the stevedores
(employed by appellants) knocked down a plank which ignited spark and set off explosion. The ship
was destroyed and arbitrators had finding of fact that stevedores as servants of appellants were
negligent. Appellants contended the damage was too remote and arbitrators referred to court.
Issue: was the damage caused by stevedores too remote?
Decision: distinction between anticipation about extent of damage and type of damage is irrelevant
- It is irrelevant that the fire could not have been reasonable anticipated
- There was a direct causative link between harm and negligent conduct
- Thus defendant’s anticipations are immaterial – therefore damages not too remote
Basis for liability is taking unreasonable and anticipated risks
- So relevant question is whether harm/damage was direct consequence of negligent act
Foreseeability asks whether reasonable person could have foreseen act causing damage
- Law takes no account of fact that ultimate damage is not exact kind that one would expect
Overseas Tankship (UK) Ltd. v. Morts Dock & Engineering Co Ltd. (The Wagon Mound No. 1)
Facts: Bunker oil was carelessly discharged into the bay surrounding the Port of Sydney. The oil
spread to wharf where the owners of the dock were conducting ship repairs and welding operation
ignited water destroying plaintiff’s wharf. Ship charterers were sued.
Trial Decision: “The appellants did not know and could not reasonably be expected to have known
that it was capable of being set afire when spread on water”
Appeal: the act was negligent, some damage was foreseeable, so duty, breach, and factual causation
were established but what is the extent of the liability?
- Rejected Polemis, direct consequence test leads no where
- Not in agreement with current ideas of justice/morality
Principle of civil liability: man must be responsible for probable consequences of his act, any more is
too harsh and any less is ignoring minimum standard of behaviour
Decision: use a reasonable foreseeability test, liability should roughly accord with extent of fault
- Liability is to be imposed because it was reasonably foreseeable or alternatively because it
was natural, necessary, or probable
Claim should fail if established that the damage could not reasonable be foreseen
Ratio: test of remoteness is now foreseeability of the type/kind of harm that occurred
9.1 The Thin Skull Rule
Tortfeasor must take his victim as he find him
Injury becomes aggravated and more than that which could have been reasonable foreseeable
Smith v. Leech Brain
Facts: Leech Brain employed William as labourer, Emma Smith is her widow. William’s duty was to
remove galvanised articles from a tank/bath containing molten metal at a heat of about 400 degrees
Celsius. It was very dangerous work and his head go out of protective sheet and he sustained burn
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which didn’t heal. Burn became ulcer and later cancer, secondary growth occurred and Mr. Smith
died. He was prone to cancer from working in gas industry. Possible cancer developed without burn.
Issue: whether it was a foreseeable risk and employer should be held liable?
Decision: liable but damage reduced because victim could have developed cancer without burn
It was a foreseeable risk, a clear and known danger, so duty and breach was established
- Common law negligence was easily made out
- But was particular kind of harm foreseeable
o Was cancer from the small contact foreseeable
o YES
- Deceased may have had pre-malignant changes but burn was promoting agency that caused
the cancer to develop
- Given number of factors there was a strong likelihood of deceased developing cancer at some
point so this led to a reduction of damages
BUT the burn remains a contributing factor or partial causative factor for cancer and death
Thin skull application: test here is not whether defs could reasonably have foreseen that burn would
cause cancer but whether defendants could reasonably foresee type of injury which he suffered
- Resultant amount of damage suffered as result of burn depends on characteristics and
constitution of the victim
Ratio: all that needs to be established is that the type of injury was foreseeable not its extent
Lesson from Smith v. Leech Brain: Stephenson v. Waite Tileman – risk of further injury
Facts: workman’s hand was slashed by a wire at work and this led to swelling and eventually him
becoming chronically infirm. Infirmtiy was result of rare and unknown virus that entered wound
and damages his central nervous system, unsure if due to a pre-existing condition.
Issue: correct application of decision in Overseas Tankship to actions for damages for bodily injury
Trial jury: initial cut was foreseeable but defendant could not have foreseen the ultimate disability
- Appealed on basis that foreseeable of ultimate consequences was not an issue for the jury
Decision: judgement for plaintiff
If thin skull rules apply then only logical that we accept the principle of liability for harmful
consequences arising from a new risk created by a foreseeable kind of injury
- So in cases of special susceptibility and/or injury by new risk arising from initial injury the
only question of foreseeability is that of the initial injury
- Jury must decide whether that initial injury is of a kind, type, or character which defendant
ought reasonably to have foreseen as a real risk
Once initial injury established as foreseeable, link between that and ultimate injury is cause-effect
Hughes v. Lord Advocate
Facts: employees of working underground and opened a manhole. They went on break and left it
unattended, tarp covered, and marked with paraffin lamps. Two children took lamp inside, knocked
it over, paraffin vaporized, and ignited causing explosion. Child fell in and suffered serious burns.
Issue: whether the injury was foreseeable?
Court of sessions: negligence established BUT explosion was not foreseeable
House of Lords Decision: reversed, only needed to foresee burning, explosion was immaterial event
- Burning was foreseeable, explosion versus open flame is same type of accident
- So injuries suffered were different in degree to those expected but not in kind (still burns)
- Lamp known source of danger, it behaved unpredictably but foreseeable cause of damage
Question to be asked is: was igniting of paraffin outside lamp a foreseeable consequence of breach?
Ratio: focus on the original/initial injury and NOT the extent or manner of its occurrence
- No need to predict the actual mechanics of accident of precise course of events
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9.2 Intervening Acts (Novus Actus Interveniens)
An act that intervenes between the defendant’s negligence and the plaintiff’s injury and relieves the
defendant of liability for the damage
- It occurs AFTER the defendant’s negligence, but BEFORE the plaintiff suffers actual damage
- Act can either trigger or worsen the plaintiff’s lose
o In case of triggering this defence can completely negate defendant’s liability
o If worsens then liability is limited to original loss not complications arising from NAI
Question: whether on the facts the passerby’s actions constituted a break in the causal chain?
- Must be something that interrupts the causal sequence of events such that the ultimate
outcome cannot be imputed to the defendant
Test for whether intervening act qualifies as an NAI is foreseeability
- Was the intervening act within the scope of the foreseeable risk created by negligence
- If yes then defendant remains liable for damage caused by it
In the worsening scenario where plaintiff is further harmed in second accident:
- Wagon Mound 1 applies: reasonable foreseeability
- Was the second accident within the risk of harm set in motion by defendant
Bradford v. Kanellos (1973)
Facts: A gas grill in a restaurant catches fire and starts some automatic extinguishers. Extinguishers
emitted a hissing sound and another patron heard the hissing, mistook it for gas, and yelled “Gas,
there’s going to be an explosion!!!” There was panic, a stampede and the plaintiff was pushed/fell
from her seat and was injured. Defendant acknowledged negligence regarding grill but argued he
had excellent precautions in place and the accident was actually caused by novus actus of customer.
Issue: whether the intervening act was reasonably foreseeable or if it broke chain of causation?
Trial Decision: for plaintiff, customers’ actions were a natural result of emergency so foreseeable
Appeal Decision: for defendant, conduct of customer was a novus actus
- It broke the chain of causation and defendant could not have foreseen it
Injury was traceable to the conduct of customer and was not within the risk created by negligence
- Shouldn’t penalize defendant for using one of best extinguishers and it operating properly
- Cusomer’s conduct was idiotic and thus too remote for finding of liability
Ratio: test for novus actus is whether actions of third party were reasonably foreseeable
9.3 Special Problems
a) Recovery for nervous shock/psychiatric harm
In the case of mental shock there are elements of greater subtlety than ordinary physical injury and
these elements may give rise to debate as to the precise scope of the legal liability
Aclock v. Chief Constable of the South Yorkshire Police
Facts: Disaster at Hillsborough Stadium, too many people allowed into pens and resulting crush
killed 95 people. Some scenes broadcasted live on tv and recordings broadcasted later. Chief
constable admitted liability for deaths and injuries. Now 16 suits brought from people not in area of
accident (4 on grounds, 12 saw through tv) who were connected to those involved claiming nervous
shock resulting from psychiatric illness allegedly caused by experiences from disaster.
Historically: 3 key elements inherent to psychiatric harm claim: class of persons, proximity, means
Issue: plaintiff’s seeking to broaden scope of shock rules by:
1) removing restrictions on class of persons who can sue
2) Extending means by which shock is caused (to include simultaneous broadcast on TV)
3) Modify the requirement that the aftermath must be immediate
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Decision: watching incident on simultaneous TV didn’t meet test in this case, two on grounds didn’t
fall into the appropriate class of persons
Don’t need to establish that they were themselves injured/in fear BUT that shock results from:
a) (Historically) death/injury of plaintiff’s spouse or child or fear of such injury
- Traditionally closest family members, relationships not in class must be judged carefully
- Need to prove some special close ties – decide on a case by case basis
b) Plaintiff’s proximity to accident must be close in time and space
- Not just direct and immediate sight/hearing – it can include immediate aftermath
- Subsequent identification of victims may be part of immediate aftermath but postaccident identification cases do not have sufficient proximity
c) Means by which shock has occurred: it must occur through sight or hearing of incident or its
immediate aftermath
- Through simultaneous tv ruled out in this case because code of ethics meant couldn’t
broadcast so doing so would have been a novus actus
- Left for later consideration whether it is always barred
Mustapha v. Culligan of Canada Ltd.
Facts: Plaintiff and family consumed defendant’s water for last 15 years. Went to open a new bottle
and saw dead flies in the unopened bottle. Plaintiff sued for psychiatric injury resultin after
becoming obsessed with implications on family’s health and developing major depressive disorder.
Issue: whether the damage was caused in law by defendant’s breach
Decision: no, it was not reasonably foreseeable so damage was too remote
Element 1 duty of care: covered by Donoghue and Stevenson, not a novel category
Element 2 standard of care: must take reasonable care to ensure water not contaminated, so breach
Element 3 damage: must distinguish between psychological upset from psychological disturbance
that rises to level of personal injury
- Compensable injury must be serious and prolonged and rise above ordinary
annoyances/anxieties/fears that people in society routinely accept
- Major depressive order + phobia and anxiety qualifies as personal injury at law
Element 4 causation: trial judge found that breach in fact caused injury – not debated
- Is test of foreseeability objective/subjective: person of ordinary fortitude/actual plaintiff
- Test is what a person of ordinary fortitude would suffer, the law does not impose liability
for the exceptional frailty of certain individuals
o Note this doesn’t affect thin skull rule in the calculation of damages
- If plaintiff has actual knowledge of plaintiff’s sensibilities then test not applied strictly
- Plaintiff unable to show that person of ordinary fortitude would have suffered serious
injury from seeing flies in the bottle fo water
Ratio: To establish causation in law the plaintiff must show that it was foreseeable that a person of
ordinary fortitude would suffer serious injury from breach
b) Recovery for purely economic losses
No property damage or personal injury.
Claim is for recovery of the financial loss incurred based on another’s negligence.
Plaintiff seeks compensation even in the absence of contractual/fiduciary rights.
Major concern in these types of cases: indeterminate liability
Pre-Hedley case: English common law disallowed recovery for purely economic losses caused by
negligent statements (unless parties had fiduciary/contractual relationship or cases of fraud)
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Hedley Byrne & Co. v. Heller & Partners
Facts: Plaintiff company asked its bank to inquire whether the customer was credit-worthy. Bank
gave satisfactory references, though disclaiming liability. Plaintiff relied on references which turned
out to be inaccurate. Resulted in loss of financial investment. Action dismissed at trial and CA.
Issue: Is there liability for a negligent misstatement resulting in financial loss where there is no
contractual or fiduciary relationship?
Decision: In appropriate cases, a duty of care extends to a person with regards to gratuitous advice
given to and relied upon by another person.
Ratio: allowed recovery of economic loss based on negligent statements
- Most significant exception to general rule under common law of tort disallowing recovery of
purely economic losses resulting from negligence
BUT: still left open whether purely economic cases outside negligent statements were recoverable.
Canadian National Railway Co. v. Norsk Pacific Steamship Co.
Facts: Defendant’s tug (Norsk) negligently struck railway bridge owned by Public Works Canada.
The plaintiff (CRN) was primary user of the bridge and used it as sole direct link between north and
south rails on Fraser shores so it was crucial to operations (defendant knew this). It took weeks to
repair and CNR had to reroute traffic. CRN sued for additional cost incurred due to bridge closure.
Issue: Are purely economic losses recoverable, or is recovery limited to personal/property damage?
Decision: formalized approach to economic loss cases based on proximity (Kamloops approach)
- Recovery for negligence has been limited to prevent liability in an indeterminate amounts
- Successful in limiting but arbitrary and unjust to plaintiffs in some cases
New approach: considerations treated under concept of proximity
- Not a test but an umbrella covering several circumstances with close relationships
- View circumstances in which it has been found to exist and determine if case is similar
- Determining new categories: look to traditional factors relevant to proximity (relationship,
causal connection, obligations, physical closeness) and insist on special factors to limit
While proximity establishes right to recover it does not always indicate liability
- Court must consider purposes served by permitting recovery and policy reasons against
Application: Case fell within joint/common venture category where recover has been recognized
- Fair result, and doesn’t open floodgates because very specific type of relationship
Ratio: right to recover depends on 1) whether paintiff can establish sufficient proximity
2) whether extension of recovery to this type of loss is desirable from a practical point of view
Practical reasons to limit recovery of economic loss to cases of physical damage/injury?
1. Comparative evidence theory: looking at what has happened where rule has broadened
• In Canada after 15 years unlimited recovery+unworkable certainty have not materialized
2. Economic theory: best cost distribution occurs where liability is limited
a. Insurance argument: plaintiff is in best position to obtain cheaper insurance
o But this reduces incentive for tortfeasors to take appropriate care and not even
accurate in real world of insurance
b. Loss spreading argument: better for economic well-being of society to spread risk
among many parties rather than on shoulders of the tortfeasor
o Cannot justify cases involving one victim
c. Contractual allocation of risk argument: great ability of persons who stand to suffer
economic loss due to damage of another to allocate risk within contracts
o Shaky assumptions of equal bargaining power, following laws of economic
efficiency and ignores centrality of person fault and its role in limiting damage
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Winnipeg Condominium Corporation No. 6 v. Bird Construction Co.
Facts: Bird construction along with sub-contractors built the building for Tuxedo properties, it was
then purchased by WCC. Some of mortar broke away and it became clear that the building was not
structurally sound so WCC spent excess of $1.5 million in repairs. They sued builders in negligence.
Issue: was there a sufficiently close relationship between parties, such that in the defendant’s
reasonable contemplation, careless on its part might lead to damage to a subsequent purchaser?
Decision: yes the contractors created a foreseeable danger, absence of privity had no impact on it.
- Liability extends to situations where purchasers discover defect and mitigate through
repairs, not just to where building causes actual damage due to defect
- Policy rationale: encourages economically efficient + social responsible behaviour
Policy considerations to negate duty or damages: concerns with overlap between tort and contract
- Duty to build according to reasonable standards of safety arises independently of contract so
cannot rely on contract with original owner to shield from liability
- Indeterminate class? No just future inhabitants of building
- Indeterminate amount? Amount always limited to cost of repairs
- Indeterminate time? Useful life of building and practically much less as becomes harder and
harder to prove that defects are due to construction and not deterioration
- Caveat Emptor Doctrine: purchasers must fend for themselves in seeking express warranty
o Assumption that buyer in better place to inspect and should bear risk of repair
o BUT doctrine not actually accurate for modern market, builder has best knowledge
Conclusion: no adequate policy considerations to negate contractor’s duty to subsequent purchasers

10.0 Defences to an Action in Negligence/Apportionment of Liability
Defences to negligence focus on plaintiff’s actions and either disqualify or limit recovery
10.1 Contributory Negligence
- If plaintiff insists on others taking reasonable care, he/she must take also reasonable care of
own safety
Partial defence: Absolves defendant’s liability to the extent of the plaintiff’s contributory negligence:
- If plaintiff’s negligence contributed 25% to the loss, defendant’s liability is reduced by 25%
Butterfield v. Forrester
Facts: Def. obstructed the road with a pole so he could make repairs to his house. Plaintiff, who had
just left a “public house”, was injured while riding “very hard” along the road. But for the fact that he
was riding very hard, he would have observed and avoided the obstruction.
Issue: is the defendant liable for his injuries?
Decision: accident happened entirely from plaintiff’s own fault so not liable
- Simply being in the wrong gives no right to another to act purposely and cause an injury
- Plaintiff cannot take advantage of defendant’s breach when plaintiff’s own breach
contributed to the accident (Note at this time it was a complete defence)
Used last clear chance rule: Where plaintiff’s negligence contributed to the injury, the court will not
reduce defendant’s liability where defendant had the “last clear chance” to avoid the injury
- Statutorily abolished in Canada with Negligence Act
Negligence Act also states that degree of fault/negligence is question of fact for jury
- if not practical to determine amount of fault then deemed equally at fault
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10.2 Voluntary Assumption of Risk – Volenti Non Fit Injuria
Plaintiff is deemed to have consented to the risk of harm
Why use this instead of contributory negligence? This is complete defence vs partial defence
Dube v. Labar
Facts: Both parties had been drinking night before and morning of accident. Respondent, while a
passenger, continued to drink. After stopping to pick hitchhikers, the car wouldn’t start again.
Respondent got into the driver’s seat and started the car. They had a short exchange during which
defendant/respondent said he was capable of driving. Appellant got into the car as a passenger and
the accident occurred shortly after. Appellant sustained injuries and sued for negligence. Defendant
used defences of contributory negligence and volenti non fit injuria.
Issue: appealed on basis that volenti defence not applicable to case involving negligence on highway.
Decision: Volenti is in principle available to a defendant, but requires unusual circumstances
- “…There must have been express or implied bargain between the parties whereby the
plaintiff gave up his right of action for negligence...”
- Not enough to show that plaintiff knew of risk and still chose to undergo it
o Need knowledge of risk, express/implied acceptance, intent to forego compensation,
and understanding that defendant assumed no responsibility to exercise due care
Defence is unavailable for majority of negligent driving with willing passenger cases
- Not made out here, appeal dismissed
10.3 Illegality – Ex Turpi Causa Non Oritur Actio
Plaintiffs suffering damage in course of illegal conduct should not be permitted to recover
- No right of action from a base cause (immoral or illegal)
Complete defence to exonerate the defendant of liability
Hall v. Herbert
Facts: Herbert (respondent) owned souped-up muscle car and took appellant (Hall) from party to
baseball field. Both consumed considerable amount of alcohol. While driving the keys fell out of
ignition and the car stalled. Decided on rolling start and appellant asked and was allowed to drive.
During roll-start he lost control and appellant suffered significant head injuries. At trial defendant
raised defence of ex turpi causa non oritur saying both parites were involved in a criminal act.
Trial Judge: mere acceptance of ride with impaired driver didn’t constitute common enterprise
- Only joint enterprise was drinking alcohol in public place and this was over before driving
- So link between illegal conduct and defendant’s subsequent actions severed, plaintiff won
Court of appeal: appeal allowed, respondent car owner did not owe a duty of care to appellant so
damages could not be recovered against respondent
- Also said that ex turpi causa was applicable
Supreme Court: allowed appeal, ex turpi causa is a valid defence but not applicable here
- Recovery will be barred only in very limited circumstances where it is necassry to preserve
the integrity of the legal system
o Situation 1: where an award of damages would allow one to profit from illegality
§ Ex. Claim for future earning based on illegal occupation or exemplary damages
which rewards plaintiff wrongdoer for crime
§ Does not include compensable damages for personal injury
o Situation 2: where award of damages would permit an evasion of criminal penalty
- Continue to use as defence not as part of duty of care analysis (recommended by Cory)
o Because duty of care is due to all – not based on moral/legal behaviour
o The illegality is an extrinsic factor and should be treated as such
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o Doing under of duty of care would shift burden to plaintiff to disprove illegality
o Also would remove option to bar only one head of damage
o Also unnecessarily complicates actions in both tort and contract because on one side
it would be defence while on the other it forms part of plaintiff’s case
10.4 Contribution Between Wrongdoers
The power of a defendant to call on other tortfeasors to bear their share of damages
- Based on the principle of justice, that a burden which the law imposes on two men should
not be borne wholly by one of them – basis of unjust enrichment
- Governs the rights of the defendants as between themselves
- Common law historically denied its applicability to tortfeasors
- Statutes changed this so one tortfeasor can now recover a proportional share from others
Parkland (County of) v. Stetar et al
Facts: Stetar was driving on rural Alberta road and approached intersection at same time Another
car approached from other direction. The intersection was not controlled by stop signs and was
uncommonly dangerous. The county had erected cross-road warning signs from each direction but
one posted for northbound had been down. Poirier had the right of way and court accepted that
Stetar was negligent while Poirier was not. Apportioned responsibility 75% Stetar, 25% county. Suit
for negligence against the county failed.
Issue: Can Poirier + car rental company recover 100% of damages from Stetar even though he was
only 75% responsible?
- Can Stetar recover the 25% from the County?
Stetar + county say plaintiff can’t collect indirectly from County what they couldn’t collect directly
Decision: victim has full right of recovery against any tortfeasor sued so Stetar liable for 100%
- Stetar has no enforceable claim against the County
Known fact of tort law that they can choose who to sue and recover wholly from them – the
tortfeasor act simply introduced way for them to recover from each other
Tortfeasors Act of Alberta said tortfeasors could recover from each other where if they were sued
they would have been liable in respect of same damage
- So because the suit failed, Stetar cannot recover from the County
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